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(57) ABSTRACT 

One embodiment of the present invention provides systems 
and methods, which allow a more efficient shopping experi 
ence. A cascading commerce menu provides access to a plu 
rality of product, service, and/or content categories. In one 
embodiment, the cascading commerce menu is stored on a 
client computer, thereby providing quick access to the menu. 
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METHODS AND SYSTEMIS FOR A DYNAMIC 
NETWORKED COMMERCE 

ARCHITECTURE 

0001 CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER APPLICA 
TIONS 
0002 This application is a continuation of co-pending 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/300,971 entitled METH 
ODS AND SYSTEMS FOR A DYNAMIC NETWORKED 
COMMERCE ARCHITECTURE filed Dec. 14, 2005, which 
is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/653, 
095 now U.S. Pat. No. 7,062,453 entitled METHODS AND 
SYSTEMS FOR A DYNAMIC NETWORKED COM 
MERCE ARCHITECTURE filed Aug. 31, 2000, which 
claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/151, 
872 entitled METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR A 
DYNAMIC NETWORKED COMMERCE filed Aug. 31, 
1999 which all are incorporated herein by reference for all 
purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 1. Field of the Invention 
0004. The present invention is related to facilitating com 
merce, and in particular, to marketing goods and services over 
a network. 
0005 2. Description of the Related Art 
0006 Conventional e-commerce sites and catalogs pro 
vided over the Internet are often slow and cumbersome, pro 
viding an unpleasant shopping experience. For example, if a 
purchaser wants to buy a specific product or type of product, 
the purchaser might have to click through many pages until 
locating the desired product. Moreover, while conventional 
e-commerce sites might provide a ranked list of several Sup 
pliers for a given product, the list ranking is typically based 
solely on the price of the product itself. Furthermore, conven 
tional e-commerce sites typically feature data driven web 
sites that can only display product offerings through a web 
page downloaded to a standard browser. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. The present invention relates to systems and meth 
ods for providing an intuitive, easy to use, cascading menu 
system that can advantageously simplify e-commerce trans 
actions. The cascading menu system is further dynamically 
generated from a simple and compact text file that is quickly 
downloaded and easily updated. A user of the cascading menu 
can thereby quickly access products and services even where 
the user's access to a network, Such as the Internet, is rela 
tively show. 
0008. An embodiment of the present invention provides a 
user with a cascading menu. The cascading menu is dynami 
cally generated using a program language such as Visual 
basic, from a text file that specifies parameters of the cascad 
ing menu. The cascading menu can automatically provide 
Sub-categories such that a user can easily locate desired prod 
ucts and services. For example, a cursor can float over a menu 
item or the user can click on a menu item and the system can 
respond with a further sub-classification of the menu item. 
The text file can be stored locally on a user's machine such 
that upon Subsequent accesses, the menu can be updated with 
relatively small changes to the text file as opposed to a down 
load of the entire text file. 
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0009. The selecting of objects and searches from the cas 
cading menu can earn the user credits or micro-credits. The 
credits can be applied to purchases from a provider of the 
cascading menu. Advantageously, the credits from the pro 
vider can avoid or reduce transaction costs, which can under 
mine the economic feasibility of Small quantity or low cost 
transactions. 
0010 Selection of a menu item can activate a search by a 
commerce server. In one embodiment, the search or search 
activation can also earn the user credit or micro-credit. The 
search by the commerce server can return a web page of items 
conforming to the products or services indicated by the menu 
item. For example, where the menu item corresponds to 
17-inch computer monitors, the web page can return a list of 
available 17-inch monitors from a variety of vendors. 
0011. The web page can advantageously rank or arrange 
goods or services in an order of aggregate cost. The com 
merce server can combine a bare product cost with additional 
costs. Such as shipping, handling, insurance, and sales tax, 
and the commerce server can account for disparities in addi 
tional costs by locale by accessing a database containing the 
user's shipping address. In one embodiment, the commerce 
server provides an online bidding system such that a vendor 
can change the vendor's bare product cost or additional cost to 
change the vendor's ranking within a web page. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012. These and other features of the invention will now 
be described with reference to the drawings summarized 
below. These drawings and the associated description are 
provided to illustrate preferred embodiments of the invention, 
and not to limit the scope of the invention. 
0013 FIG. 1 illustrates a first embodiment of a cascading 
commerce menu: 
0014 FIG. 2 illustrates a second embodiment of a cascad 
ing commerce menu: 
0015 FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of a ranking dis 
play; 
0016 FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of a cascading 
commerce menu with paid placements; 
0017 FIG. 5 consists of FIGS.5A and 5B and illustrates 
one embodiment of a bid form menu: 
0018 FIG. 6 illustrates one embodiment of an advertiser 
registration form; 
0019 FIG. 7 illustrates one embodiment of a payment 
form; 
0020 FIG. 8 illustrates one embodiment of anarchitecture 
useable with one embodiment of the present invention; 
0021 FIG. 9 illustrates a top-level flow according to an 
embodiment of the invention; 
0022 FIG. 10 illustrates a sample system architecture that 
can be used to implement an embodiment of the invention; 
0023 FIG. 11 illustrates a sample display that indicates 
micro-credit: 
0024 FIG. 12 illustrates a sample toolbar; and 
0025 FIG. 13 illustrates a sample web page. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0026. The present invention is directed to novel methods 
and systems for enhancing commerce over a network, Such as 
the Internet. One system according to an embodiment of the 
present invention uses a client-side application that is option 
ally highly integrated with a server-side application. In the 
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system, the client-side application and the server-side appli 
cation share a configuration and a personalization data, so that 
selections and preferences made through the web site are 
substantially transparently reflected in the client-side appli 
cation. In this embodiment, integration of a highly interactive 
client with a similarly highly personalized server with stores 
of personal, credit, and accounting data, creates a highly 
functional Internet Commerce Framework. The Internet 
Commerce Framework allows portability of an individual 
user's preferred commerce environment among a number of 
different computer terminals, systems and computer-based 
clients allowing the user to experience a familiar, customized 
environment on a variety of terminals. The client systems can 
be personal digital assistants, network enabled televisions, 
phones with displays, or other types of computers, such as 
desktop computers, which can include monitors, keyboards, 
pointing devices, network interfaces, and the like. The client 
systems can also be completely different physical machines 
running the same operating system, Such as an office PC and 
home PC. The shared Internet Commerce Framework makes 
the commerce experience nearly the same, if not identical, on 
all systems. 
0027. A novel menu system according to one embodiment 
of the present invention is organized to allow a purchaser to 
swiftly locate a desired product or service. The menu system 
utilizes a cascading commerce menu structure that can pro 
vide rapidlocation of a vast number of products, services, and 
other content. For example, 64,000,000 or more categories of 
content product and services can be accessed via one cascad 
ing menu. The menu is presented to a user, Such as a consumer 
or client, on a client computer terminal or display. 
0028 FIG. 1 illustrates one such exemplary cascading 
commerce menu 100. The cascading menu can contain a 
top-level menu 102 that lists a first high-level set of product, 
service, and/or advertising categories, and a series of 
descending sub-menus 104,106, 108, where each sub-menu 
further defines the product, service, and advertising catego 
ries into more detailed Subcategories. In the example illus 
trated in FIG. 1, the top-level menu 102 categories include 
shopping, hot buys, information centers, and so on. The next 
level or submenu 104, which descends from the Centers cat 
egory 110, includes the further categories of arts, business, 
classifieds, etc. The next cascading menu 106, which 
descends from the Business category 112, lists still more 
refined categories, such as accounting, advertising, books, 
and so on. 

0029. In one embodiment, one or more of the category 
listings can represent a hyperlink to the desired content, 
which can be located on a server, such as a server in the World 
WideWeb, that is connected to a network, such as the Internet 
or some other network. Advantageously, the use of the cas 
cading commerce menu is intuitive, which minimizes con 
Sumer learning process. 
0030. In another example that is not illustrated, a cascad 
ing commerce menu can be associated with a commerce 
facilitator or provider. A top-level menu can list a number of 
product and service categories, such as travel, computer 
equipment, music, clothing, entertainment, jewelry, and so 
on. A consumer interested in computer equipment can place a 
cursor over the computer equipment listing. A first Submenu 
can then appear alongside the top-level menu in a cascading 
manner. The first Submenu can list a set of computer equip 
ment categories, such as monitors, storage devices, commu 
nication devices, printers, Scanners, cables, and so on. If, for 
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example, the consumer places the cursor over the storage 
device listing, a second Submenu may appear alongside or in 
place of the first Submenu. In one embodiment, the consumer 
does not have to click to bring up the first Submenu. In another 
embodiment, the consumer does click to bring up the first 
Submenu. 
0031. The second submenu may list a still further refined 
set of storage device categories. The storage device categories 
may include, for example, hard drives, floppy drives, CD 
ROM drives, CD-RW drives, DVD drives, and so on. If, for 
example, the consumer then places the cursor over the CD 
RW drive listing, a third Submenu may appear alongside or in 
place of the second Submenu. 
0032. The third submenu can list a further refined set of 
CD-RW drive categories. The CD-RW drive categories may 
include, for example, SCSI CD-RW drives, USB CD-RW 
drives, and parallel port CD-RW drives. If the consumer then 
places the cursor over the CD-RW drive listing, a fourth 
Submenu may appear alongside or in place of the third Sub 
C. 

0033. The fourth submenu can list a still further refined set 
of USB CD-RW drive categories. The CD-RW drive catego 
ries can include, for example, USB CD-RW drives between 
S100-$200, USB CD-RW drives between $200-$300, and 
USB CD-RW drives between S300-S400. When the con 
Sumer then places the cursor over the CD-RW drives between 
S200-S300 listing, a fifth submenu can appear alongside or in 
place of the fourth submenu. The fifth submenu can list the 
manufacturer's name and the model number of all CD-RW 
drives costing between $200-$300. If the consumer clicks on 
a given desired model listing, the consumer can be hyper 
linked to a catalog page providing information about the 
selected model and a ranked listing of distributors or provid 
ers selling the desired model. The ranked listing will be dis 
cussed in greater detail below. In one embodiment, the hyper 
link is to a site located across a network, Such as an Internet 
site. Of course, the number of submenus is not limited to five. 
A greater or lesser number of Submenus may be used for each 
product category, depending on how many refined or specific 
Subcategories or desired. In addition, the click operation may 
be performed using a mouse, trackball, touchpad, key, Voice 
command, or the like. 
0034. In another example, where the consumer desires to 
purchase a pair of black shoes costing between S20 and S40, 
the consumer can position a cursor over a shopping category 
listing on a top-level menu containing, for example, shop 
ping, travel, entertainment, restaurants, and news categories. 
The user can then descend through cascading menus to select 
the desired good. For example, the consumer can follow the 
path: 

0035 shopping->clothing->footwear->dress 
>S20-S40->black color 

and so on, where the symbol “->' represents the act of pro 
ceeding to the next Submenu. The cascading menu structure 
can be used to create complex search Strings with minimal 
effort on the part of the user or consumer. In one embodiment, 
the search String generation is transparent to the consumer. 
Upon a click of the mouse, the search string can be transmit 
ted over the Internet to a commerce server, which in turn 
provides the search results. 
0036. Thus, a consumer can quickly locate a desired item 
by moving a cursor and then, with a single click or other 
activation, retrieve information about the item and have the 
opportunity to purchase the item. By contrast, a conventional 

shoes 
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system can require the consumer to laboriously click through 
page after page of information, each separately transferred 
over the Internet, until the desired item is located. In one 
embodiment, the information needed for a transaction, such 
as a consumer's name, address, and credit card number, has 
been stored in a record in a database through a registration 
process, and the customer is associated with the record 
through a login process. Since the system can retain the 
consumer's information, a single click on a purchase icon can 
place the order and charge the consumer for the order, thereby 
reducing or eliminating the need for a lengthy purchase pro 
CCSS. 

0037. One embodiment of the present invention includes 
integration with a client application, which operates as a 
container for functional components or modules. The func 
tional components can be integrated with corresponding 
server-side components or modules of the server application. 
For example, the functional component can allow a user to 
earn a reward or credit toward a purchase on a pay-per-click 
basis. For example, a reward can include money, a coupon, a 
discount, a credit, a free product or service, frequent flier 
miles, and the like. As a user browses through, for example, an 
online catalog, the user can earn a reward, credit, or micro 
credit, which can be accumulated in an account. In one 
embodiment, the user can apply or spend the earned credit 
only to purchases made through the server application where 
the credit was earned. In another embodiment, the user can 
spend the earned credit in multiple systems associated with 
multiple vendors. The accounting of credit and expenditures 
thereby allows a client and a server component pair to repre 
sent unique encapsulated commerce or Internet functionality. 
For instance, the cascading commerce menu system, as 
detailed above, can be linked to a dynamic menu generation 
server module, which can indicate an amount of credit in a 
user's account and items that can be paid for, either partially 
or in whole, with the credit. 
0038 Another functional component of the system can 
include a client-side user authentication module and the per 
sonalization and profiling server-side module, which is used 
in a result ranking system described in connection with FIGS. 
2 and 3. The client-side components and server-side compo 
nents can be assembled in a custom configuration to develop 
customized solutions that feature some or all of the unique 
commerce system functionality. 
0039. In one embodiment, the consumer does not need to 
be linked to the supplier's site during the product selection 
and purchase process. Rather, the product selection and pur 
chase process for the thousands or millions of items available 
via the cascading commerce menu can be conducted at a 
single site that acts as a catalog. The single site contains the 
product information, prices, aggregate costs, supplier infor 
mation, and so on. The consumer can thereby avoid having to 
visit different sites with unfamiliar interfaces of varying 
degrees of reliability, and avoid having to disclose private 
financial data in multiple places. 
0040. In one embodiment, the single site further includes a 
data store with a consumer's or user's personal data, i.e., 
credit card data, email address, preferred shipping method 
and preferred shipping address, together with a user's trans 
actional account balance. The transactional balance is an 
accumulation of the user's micro-credits minus the user's 
expenditures of micro-credits. Micro-credits can be accrued 
in exchange for viewing a search page. A micro-credit can be 
accumulated to the user's transactional balance on a pay-per 
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click basis. A micro-credit can be related to a monetary value 
and expended upon, for example, a low-value online purchase 
or a viewing of pay-per-use content. 
0041. In one example, a user can navigate through a cas 
cading commerce and receive a credit or micro-credit in 
exchange for initiating the search or for viewing the search 
results. An example of a screen display that illustrates the 
results of a sample search is shown and described in connec 
tion with FIG. 3. In one embodiment, the credit is accumu 
lated in small increments, such as a few cents or even a 
fraction of a cent. A database in a commerce server can 
maintain a balance of the credit in a user's account. 
0042 Gradually, the user accumulates enough micro 
credit to make purchases or receive discounts on purchases 
for services and goods. For example, the user can apply the 
credit accumulated to the purchase of a low cost item, such as 
a downloadable music-single, which is typically available in 
a “way” or “mp3” format. A downloadable music-single can 
sell for a relatively low value, such as 99 cents. Economically, 
the transaction costs of conventional money systems to both 
the user and a vendor associated with a low cost product or 
service can render such a low value transaction unfeasible. 
For example, in a traditional money system, the user enters in 
name, address, credit card information, and the like. The time 
consuming transaction cost to the user is thereby high relative 
to the benefit enjoyed by the user. Similarly, the vendor 
checks credit and incurs significant credit card transaction 
fees from a merchant bank. The transaction fees thereby grow 
in relation to the cost of the product or service. 
0043. With micro-credit, the price associated with the 
music-single can then be deducted from the user's account to 
“pay for the music-single. In one embodiment, there is no 
actual money exchanged such that the user does not have to 
enter credit information, such as a credit card number, and the 
vendor can avoid credit card transaction fees. 
0044) A micro-payment commerce system can advanta 
geously allow users and vendors to conveniently conduct 
micro-commerce. The micro-payment commerce system 
incurs relatively low transactional costs such that low-value 
goods, such as an 80-cent book, can be efficiently offered to 
the consumer. Traditional e-commerce systems incur rela 
tively large transactional costs, such as credit card transaction 
fees and accounting overhead, which inhibit the ability for a 
traditional e-commerce system to offer low-value goods and 
services. 
0045. In one embodiment, the cascading commerce menu 

is created from text files downloaded or streamed from the 
application server. The text files indicate the content of the 
cascading commerce menu, which is then dynamically gen 
erated from the text files. Thus, even a menu listing millions 
of items does not utilize an inordinate amount of disk or RAM 
space. Furthermore, the menu can be downloaded to the con 
sumer's client computer from a web site associated with an 
operator of the commerce site, which manages the menu. 
Because the menu is text driven, the menu can be quickly 
downloaded even at a relatively slow 28 Kbaud modem 
speed. In addition, a portion of the menu can be quickly 
updated with new categories and/or items each time the con 
sumer uses the system or on a predetermined periodic basis 
set by the menu provider or by the consumer. 
0046 Because one embodiment of the cascading com 
merce menu is stored on the client side, that is, on the con 
sumer's computer or terminal, access to each submenu 
appears almost instantaneous to the user with a corresponding 
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movement of the cursor. This contrasts to a conventional web 
page, where typically the product categories are stored on the 
server, and each new category or Subcategory search requires 
communication over the Internet to download a new web 
page. 

0047. In another embodiment, the cascading commerce 
menu may be customized for or by a consumer to reflect the 
consumer's preferences. For example, upon registering with 
the commerce site associated with the commerce menu, the 
consumer may indicate an interest is certain categories. Such 
as computers, music, and Scotch. The top-level menu can be 
modified so as to include these categories for quick access. 
Similarly, the consumer may indicate a lack of interest in one 
or more categories, and these categories can be removed from 
the top-level menu. The removed categories can either be 
grouped under a different top-level category, Such as a "Mis 
cellaneous' category, or can be removed from the menu struc 
ture altogether. 
0048. In addition, in one embodiment, the consumer may 
be able to directly add, delete, or move categories or web site 
links. This type of consumer modification may be accom 
plished, by way of example, by dragging the category or item 
from a given level of the cascading menu to a different loca 
tion or level on the cascading menu or off the menu altogether. 
In one embodiment, the modification may be performed by 
right clicking on the category or item using a right mouse 
button and then selecting from one of several options from a 
pop-up menu. These options may include deleting or moving 
the category or item. In one embodiment, these preferences 
are stored both on the consumer's computer and on the com 
merce provider's server. 
0049. The stored preferences on the commerce provider's 
server can be used to restore a consumer's preferences to 
another computer. In one example, a consumer may elect to 
access the commerce provider's server through a different 
computer, Such as a friend's computer, that does not contain 
the consumer's customized cascading menu. In this situation, 
the consumer may logon to the commerce providers web site 
and the commerce provider's server can download or relay 
the consumer's customized menu to the different computer. 
Thus, the consumer can be presented with the same interface 
and same commerce menu that the consumer is already famil 
iar with, regardless of the computer used. As a result, the 
consumer can enjoy a much more efficient and pleasurable 
shopping experience. 
0050. In one embodiment, when a consumer registers to 
download the cascading menu, the consumer provides the 
consumer's address, including country, state, city, and/or Zip 
code. As will be described below, this information may be 
advantageously used to provide the consumer with accurate 
pricing of goods and services. In addition, the consumer may 
provide a credit card number, which can be automatically 
retrieved for future purchases of items from the menu. Thus, 
once the consumer clicks on an item to be purchased, the 
consumer's card can be automatically charged and the 
address information can be provided to the supplier for ship 
ping, which greatly eases the purchasing process. Further 
more, the consumer does not have to register with multiple 
Suppliers. Instead, by registering once, the consumer can 
purchase items from a multitude of suppliers. Additionally, as 
previously described, the consumer can purchase items from 
all or many of these providers with a single click, though in 
other embodiments, multiple clicks may be used. Further 
more, warranty information related to the product purchased 
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can be automatically filed on the commerce server or on the 
client's computer, thereby reducing or eliminating the need 
for the consumer to keep track of the warranty information. 
0051. A ranking system and method will now be 
described. In one embodiment, a real-time server-side soft 
ware system ranks products on a Supplier basis into an 
ascending or descending order based on at least one factor, 
Such as aggregate price or cost. In one embodiment, aggregate 
price includes more than just the price of the product itself 
Instead, the aggregate price may include other costs associ 
ated with the purchase of the product. Thus, the aggregate 
price can include the actual total cost to the consumer, and not 
merely the item or service cost. For example, the aggregate 
price can include a specific selection of costs, such as product 
cost, shipping costs, insurance costs, and/or taxes. The aggre 
gate pricing can be used to arrange or rank products in a 
display. Advantageously, once the rankings are computed and 
displayed to a consumer, the consumer has a better under 
standing of the total costs for a purchase from a potential 
supplier. Merely because a supplier has the lowest product 
cost does not mean the Supplier will have the lowest aggregate 
or overall cost. Thus, in one embodiment, having the lowest 
item price or product cost does not ensure a highest ranking, 
where products are ranked from lowest aggregate cost to 
highest aggregate cost. 
0.052 The software system utilizes address information 
provided by the consumer to determine costs that may vary 
based on the location of the consumer relative to the supplier. 
For example, shipping costs and taxes can vary widely by 
location. Thus, an item ranking for an item can be different 
and customized for a first consumer located in a first location 
than an item ranking for the same item for a second consumer 
located in a second location. For example, where an item is 
relatively large, such as a refrigerator, a Supplier located in the 
same city as the consumer may lista much lower delivery cost 
than a distant Supplier located hundreds or thousands of miles 
away. Thus, even if the local supplier charges S10 more for the 
refrigerator than the distant Supplier, the local Supplier's 
aggregate cost, and hence the total cost to the consumer, may 
be much lower than the distant Supplier's aggregate cost. 
Similarly, if the supplier is located in a different state then the 
consumer, there may be no sales tax, while an in-state trans 
action may incur a sales tax. 
0053. In one embodiment, the menu system displays addi 
tional information that can be relevant to a consumer's selec 
tion of a Supplier. For example, the ranked list can include a 
satisfaction or performance ranking based on one or more 
inputs from previous purchasers from the Supplier. Similarly, 
the size of the Supplier, based on total previous gross sales, 
capitalization, and/or credit ratings can be provided as well. 
Thus, a consumer who also values high quality service can 
select a Supplier based both on a combination of price and 
service, as well as other important factors. 
0054 FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrate exemplary screens, which 
may be displayed to a user during a typical selection and 
purchase process for a Sony(R) 17" computer monitor. A con 
Sumeruses a cascading menu 200, as illustrated in FIG. 2, and 
follows the path from a Shopping category 202 on the top 
level menu 204, through a Computer & Software category 
206, a Monitors category 208, a 17" Monitors category 210, 
to a Sony R. 212 category. In one embodiment, the process of 
generating and displaying the cascading menus is performed 
on the client computer, without accessing the Internet. With 
one click on the Sony(R) category 212, a ranked list 300 of 
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different suppliers of 17" Sony monitors is displayed as 
shown in FIG. 3. In one embodiment, the ranked list is 
dynamically generated and downloaded from a web server 
connected to the Internet. 
0055. The ranked list 300 includes the manufacturer's 
name 302, a small photograph 304 of the item, a model 
number 306, a satisfaction rating 308 by previous purchasers, 
a date 310 of the last update for the supplier, a number of items 
in stock 312, a state from which the item will be shipped 314, 
an item price 316, a shipping cost 318, a total or aggregate 
cost 320, and a purchase, or “Buy Now. 322 field. In one 
embodiment, a click on the "Buy Now” field 322 completes 
the purchase transaction. In another embodiment, clicking on 
the manufacturer's name 302 can bring up another screen 
providing more details as to the name, address, and other 
information related to the supplier. In another embodiment, 
the Supplier information may be displayed on the same ranked 
list display. 
0056. In one embodiment, a product supplier is able to bid 
to have its ranking improved relative to rankings of competi 
tors. For example, once a Supplier registers with the cascading 
commerce menu provider, the Supplier has the ability to add 
the Supplier's name to the ranked list of Suppliers. The Sup 
plier can, at essentially any time, view its competitors’ prices 
for the same item, and bid to reduce one or more of the costs 
which go into the aggregate cost. Thus, the Supplier can 
reduce the item price, delivery cost, and/or insurance costs to 
improve the Supplier's ranking. 
0057. Once the supplier submits a bid or reduced cost, the 
server Software can use the new cost data to automatically 
rank Suppliers of the product in response to a consumer 
inquiry. If the Supplier reduces one or more costs sufficiently 
So as to have the lowest aggregate cost, the Supplier may 
achieve the top ranking for that particular product for one or 
O COSU.S. 

0058. In addition, the supplier can set limits on one or 
more of the reduced costs. For example, the Supplier may 
have the reduced cost only apply for a given time period, or 
for a first number of units sold. Once the limit has expired, the 
price call automatically return to the original price or be 
replaced with a new price specified by the supplier. 
0059. In one embodiment, advertisers may bid or pay for 
advertising and/or hyperlink placements on one or more lev 
els of the cascading commerce site. Furthermore, if there are 
several positions on a given menu, the highest bidder may 
obtain placement on the most desirable or top listing, the 
second highest bid may obtain placement on the second most 
desirable placement, and so on. 
0060 FIG. 4 illustrates one exemplary menu 400 with 
advertisements 408, 410 and paid for link positioning 412, 
414, 416, 418. Thus, the jobsonline' and insweb' are paid 
for advertisements 408, 410 placed on menus related to the 
subject matter of the advertisement. The advertisements 408, 
410 also act as links to the respective advertisers sites. The 
pay-for-placements hyperlinks 412, 414, 416, 418 can also 
include the amount paid 420, 422, 424, 426, respectively, for 
the placement for each click, i.e., can include an indication of 
a credit or micro-credit to be earned by a consumer who clicks 
on the link. 
0061. One or more spaces can be reserved in each menu 
level for one or more pay-for-placements hyperlinks, which 
may directly link the consumer to the advertiser's site. In one 
embodiment, the placement system is a real-time competitive 
auction system. 
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0062 FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary online bid form 500 
or screen provided by a commerce server. The bid form 500 
can be used by an advertiser to apply for advertising or pay 
for-placements hyperlinks that can be placed on the cascading 
commerce menu. Where several advertisers vie for a reserved 
space, the bid form 500 allows a bidding advertiser to submit 
a bid for the reserved space. 
0063. In one embodiment, the advertiser selects the menu 
or Submenu or the reserved space by using a menu system 
similar to the menu systems described in connection with 
FIGS. 1, 2, and 4. The menu system guides the advertiser to 
the desired category of information. The advertiser can enter 
the advertiser's URL in the URL field 502. 
0064. The bid form 500, which may include one or more 
pages, can further list the price being paid 510 by existing 
advertisers for placement on the menu 506 or submenu 508 
associated with the desired category. The bidding advertiser 
can thereby identify the rate that the current or previous 
advertiser paid for a given placement position on the menu or 
submenu and use the information to decide how much to bid 
in response. The advertiser may then enter the bid into the bid 
form in a bid field 504. In one embodiment, a bid is posted to 
the commerce server. The bid can be in the form of a format 
ted text message and can include delimiters to indicate the 
start of fields in a form. It will be understood by one of 
ordinary skill in the art that a text messages can conform to a 
variety of messaging standards, and can include a message 
formatted in HyperTextMarkup Language (HTML). When 
received by the commerce server, the commerce server can 
strip or parse the message in accordance with the delimiters 
and parsing rules, and the commerce server can store the 
contents of the fields in a database. 
0065. Once the bid is submitted, the bid is activated and 
can affect the future positioning of the advertiser links on the 
menu. The menu is updated automatically on the client-side 
by the client application to reflect the new positioning when a 
consumer or other user next accesses the commerce site. 
0.066 By way of example, in one embodiment, the bid can 
correspond to a fee paid for each click on the advertiser's link. 
In another embodiment, the fee may be a rate associated with 
a time period, such as a daily rate. 
0067 FIG. 6 illustrates a contact form 600 that can be used 
to receive contact information for the advertiser. The contact 
form 600 can include fields for a contact name, company 
name, phone number, and the like as shown in FIG. 6. 
0068. In one embodiment, the advertiser can specify a 
specific budget for the desired advertising. FIG. 7 illustrates 
one embodiment of a budget form 700, which may be used by 
an advertiser to select the budget for the advertisement arid 
the method of payment. The budgeted amount 702 may be 
paid for by the advertiser and deposited into an account asso 
ciated with the advertisement placement. The account 
amount can be charged against the account in accordance 
with the agreed upon bid rates. For example, if the bid corre 
sponds to a fee for each click on the advertiser's link, then 
each time a consumer clicks on the advertiser's link, the bid 
amount is automatically deducted from the account. Once the 
balance reaches a predetermined amount, such as Zero, the 
advertiser's pay-for-placement hyperlink is automatically 
removed from the client menus and is updated on a client 
computer on a Subsequent logon by the client. 
0069. The commerce server 804 communicates to an SQL 
server 806 via a set of classes 808, 810, 812. The classes can 
conform to a component object model (COM) to standardize 
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access to the classes. An activex data object (ADO) interface 
can be used to maintain the data in the SQL server 806. 
0070 FIG. 9 illustrates a top-level flow 900 according to 
an embodiment of the invention. State 902 determines 
whether a user has logged on to one system known as ePilot. 
The system interacts with the user to receive a username, to 
receive a password, and to Verify the status of an account as 
indicated by states 904 and 906. The user logs on so that the 
relevant account balance can be matched to the user. In one 
embodiment, the user does not have to logon, but in doing so, 
does not accumulate credit or micro-credit. 

0071. In state 908, the system delivers an update to the 
commerce menu. In one embodiment, the commerce menu is 
dynamically generated from text and only the changes and 
updates to the text are downloaded from the commerce sys 
tem to the client's system. Downloading of only an updated 
portion advantageously allows the menu to be updated in less 
time than downloading the entire text that defines a cascading 
COCCU. 

0072. In state 910, the user selects among several process 
actions. The user can perform a search, state 912, can modify 
the user's profile on the system, state 914, can display the 
cascading commerce menu, state 916, and so on. The user can 
manipulate the search results or the process can return to state 
910. 

0073. Upon activation of a search in state 912, the system 
can log the activity as indicated by state 918 and display 
search results, state 920. In one embodiment, the user earns 
credit or micro-credit for executing searches. 
0074. Upon activation of state 914, the system can provide 
the user with a web page that allows the user to make changes 
to the user's profile, state 922. The web page can, for example, 
allow the user to change the user's address, which can then 
affect future rankings of products based on aggregate pricing. 
Buttons on the web page can allow a user to save changes or 
to cancel changes. 
0075 Where the user has elected to save changes, the 
process advances to state 926 and state 928. States 926 and 
928 allow the changes to be applied to the commerce server 
and to the local computer that the user is making. In one 
embodiment, where the user's profile is stored only on the 
commerce server, the changes are made only to the commerce 
server. Where the user has elected to cancel changes, the 
process advances to state 930, which can provide the user 
with another web page indicating that no changes were made 
to the user's profile. Following state 928 or state 930, the 
process can return to state 910. 
0076. In state 916, the system displays a cascading com 
merce menu. State 916 can be activated, for example, by 
clicking on an icon in a toolbar as described in connection 
with FIG. 12. The user can interact with the cascading com 
merce to select a menu item, state 932. In one embodiment, 
the user is awarded with credit or micro-credit for selecting a 
menu item. The selection can be logged by the system, state 
934, which can also update the user's account balance. In state 
936, the system displays the site associated with the menu 
item. 

0077 FIG. 10 illustrates one sample system architecture, 
termed an Internet Commerce Framework 1000, that can be 
used to implement an embodiment of the invention. It will be 
understood by one of ordinary skill in the art an embodiment 
of the present invention can be practiced in many alternative 
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configurations of servers and databases and the configuration 
of the server is not important with respect to the present 
invention. 
0078. The Internet Commerce Framework 1000 combines 
a personalization system, e.g., user information, preferences, 
and account data, with an online transaction tracking and 
double entry accounting system. The configuration of the 
Internet Commerce Framework 1000 allows a commerce 
server to automatically and efficiently credit and debit user 
and advertiser/vendor accounts in Small denominations. Such 
aS CentS. 

0079. In one embodiment, the configuration of the Internet 
Commerce Framework 1000 also allows the commerce 
server to track an account balance so that an advertiser, as well 
as a consumer, can earn credit or micro-credit through the 
pay-per-click model and use apply the credit it towards pay 
outs and purchases. For example, an advertiser can maintain 
a commerce server and earn credit through click-through 
advertisements sponsored by other vendors. The advertiser 
can then apply the earned credit toward the advertiser's own 
advertisements on other commerce servers and menu sys 
tems. The system can also allow revenue sharing where a 
single revenue source is divided among several participants in 
differing percentages. Such multiple party revenue sharing 
provides a multilevel payout arrangement for multilevel mar 
keting or daisy-chain reselling. 
0080. One embodiment of the cascadable commerce menu 
allows a user to configure the menu to the user's preferences. 
An authentication and user personalization server 1002 
allows the user to store the user's preferences remotely such 
that the user's preferences can be downloaded to another 
computer. 
I0081. In one embodiment, a single “entity class' defines 
an element in the personalization server 1002 that encom 
passes all entities that access the commerce system, e.g., 
users, referrers, advertisers, and administration. A field in a 
record that corresponds to an entity can further include a 
reference to a related entity, such as between sister corpora 
tions or between a parent and a child corporation. The fields 
indicating a relationship can be used to track referring sources 
as encountered in multilevel marketing or daisy-chain resell 
ing. A single entity class further allows the commerce system 
to use a common login screen, despite the disparity among the 
USCS. 

I0082. A content management server 1004 manages con 
tent, such as advertisements and menu items, in content and 
advertiser database, 1012. It will be understood by one of 
ordinary skill in the art that a database can be implemented in 
one computer system or in multiple interconnected computer 
systems. In one embodiment, a single content class is used to 
store data, even where the content is disparate in type. For 
example, the content can include a single URL string, a com 
plex HTML Document, or a digitized media file. The content 
class Supports parent/child relationships to accommodate the 
varying content types and can further advantageously Support 
content types that have yet to be encountered. The content 
class permits the designation of multiple owners to a content 
and allows tracking of ownership of content. The content 
class further permits the tracking of sources of click-throughs 
across multiple systems. 
I0083. A transaction management server 1006 interfaces 
with a transactional database 1014 to monitor transactions 
Such as user transactions and advertiser/vendor transactions. 
Of course, the transaction management server 1006 can be 
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implemented by a single server or multiple servers. Where 
micro-credits are used, the transactions can be numerous and 
of low value. In one embodiment, the transactional database 
1014 uses one transaction class to store a history of a trans 
action, regardless of the type of transaction involved. 
0084. Maintaining the transactions in a single class in the 
transactional database 1014 allows relatively simple access to 
account information, and the like, in an encapsulated e-com 
merce environment. In one embodiment, the transaction man 
agement server 1006 defines and separates functional respon 
sibilities. For example, one portion of the server can open new 
records of transactions, while another portion can move 
records to a temporary holding area for pre-processing. In a 
pre-processing stage, the portion of the transaction manage 
ment server 1006 can add indexes to the transaction records to 
speed other processing steps, such as a settlement of an over 
all transaction. In one embodiment, a relatively high-speed 
multi-processor computer can search, pre-process, and 
updates records, while a relatively slow and inexpensive com 
puter can open new records in the transactional database 
1014. 

0085. The Data Warehouse 1008 is a data store of col 
lected data. The collected data can include a user's personal 
data, a user's preferences, and a log of a user's activities. In 
one embodiment, the log of the user's activities is not col 
lected on a per transaction basis, but rather, as aggregate 
trends. The trends collected can indicate how long the user 
typically reads through a menu before selecting a menu item, 
how long the user typically views a display of goods, and the 
like. The collected data can later be analyzed by vendors to 
evaluate the effectiveness of their advertisements and the 
value of their advertisements. The Data Warehouse 1008 can 
also be implemented by a single server or by multiple servers. 
I0086 A personalization and profile database 1010 can be 
used to store preferences and a user's profile, e.g., a user's 
favorite music type or favorite food. 
I0087 FIG. 11 illustrates a sample display 1100 that pro 
vides an indication of micro-credit accumulated by a con 
Sumer. The sample display 1100 as shown in FIG. 11 is a 
customized or personalized web page for user Smith, as 
identified in a name field 1102. A first credit field 1104 can 
indicate an amount of credit or micro-credit that the user has 
accumulated through click throughs and searches. A second 
credit field 1106 can indicate a credit received by referring a 
friend to the commerce server. A third credit field 1108 can 
indicate a cumulative credit available for the user to spend. 
When the user spends credit on items or services, the credit 
fields can be appropriately updated to reflect the new amount 
of credit. 

I0088 FIG. 12 illustrates a sample toolbar 1200. The 
sample toolbar 1200 can include a start button 1202 to acti 
vate a cascading commerce menu. The sample toolbar 1200 
can further include an earnings field 1204 to indicate an 
amount of credit or micro-credit credit accumulated by the 
USC. 

I0089 FIG. 13 illustrates a sample web page 1300 that is 
one example of a user's personalized homepage. The sample 
web page 1300 can include a username field 1302 and can 
indicate a credit or micro-credit balance 1304. The sample 
web page 1300 can further allow a search term to be entered 
in a search field 1306, which can in turn provide the user with 
credit. A login hyperlink 1308 allows a new user to log into 
the system. 
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(0090 While certain preferred embodiments of the inven 
tion have been described, these embodiments have been pre 
sented by way of example only, and are not intended to limit 
the scope of the present invention. Accordingly, the breadth 
and scope of the present invention should be defined only in 
accordance with the following claims and their equivalents. 

1.-14. (canceled) 
15. A method of generating a search query, comprising: 
providing a menu including one or more product category 
menu items, wherein at least one of the product category 
menu items is associated with at least one Subcategory 
menu item; and 

rewarding a user at least partly in response to a selection of 
an item associated with the menu. 

16. A method as recited in claim 15, wherein rewarding the 
user includes providing one or more reward credits to the user. 

17. A method as recited in claim 16, wherein the credits are 
associated with a monetary value. 

18. A method as recited in claim 16, wherein one or more 
of the reward credits are used to purchase an electronic con 
tent. 

19. A method as recited in claim 15, further comprising 
providing a referral reward to the user for at least in part 
causing one or more other users to participate in a desired 
activity. 

20.-23. (canceled) 
24. A method as recited in claim 16, further comprising 

storing a balance including the one or more reward credits at 
a profile associated with the user. 

25. A method as recited in claim 20, wherein the profile 
includes personal data associated with the user. 

26. A system for generating a search query, comprising: 
a processor configured to: 

provide a menu including one or more product category 
menu items, wherein at least one of the product cat 
egory menu items is associated with at least one Sub 
category menu item, and 

reward a user at least partly in response to a selection of 
an item associated with the menu; and 

a memory coupled to the processor and configured to pro 
vide the processor with instructions. 

27. A system as recited in claim 26, wherein to reward the 
user includes providing one or more reward credits to the user. 

28. A system as recited in claim 27, wherein the credits are 
associated with a monetary value. 

29. A system as recited in claim 27, wherein one or more of 
the reward credits are used to purchase an electronic content. 

30. A system as recited in claim 26, further comprising the 
processor configured to provide a referral reward to the user 
for at least in part causing one or more other users to partici 
pate in a desired activity. 

31. A system as recited in claim 27, further comprising the 
processor configured to store a balance including the one or 
more reward credits at a profile associated with the user. 

32. A system as recited in claim 31, wherein the profile 
includes personal data associated with the user. 

33. A computer program product for generating a search 
query, the computer program product being embodied in a 
computer readable medium and comprising computer 
instructions for: 
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providing a menu including one or more product category 
menu items, wherein at least one of the product category 
menu items is associated with at least one Subcategory 
menu item; and 

rewarding a user at least partly in response to a selection of 
an item associated with the menu. 

34. A computer program product as recited in claim 33, 
wherein rewarding the user includes providing one or more 
reward credits to the user. 

35. A computer program product as recited in claim 34, 
wherein the credits are associated with a monetary value. 

36. A computer program product as recited in claim 34, 
wherein one or more of the reward credits are used to pur 
chase an electronic content. 
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37. A computer program product as recited in claim 33, 
further comprising providing a referral reward to the user for 
at least in part causing one or more other users to participate 
in a desired activity. 

38. A computer program product as recited in claim 34, 
further comprising storing a balance including the one or 
more reward credits at a profile associated with the user. 

39. A computer program product as recited in claim 38, 
wherein the profile includes personal data associated with the 
USC. 


